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Headlines in Israel claim miracles are protecting the Jews during the Gaza Strip ground war, with 

one headline proclaiming that Hamas terrorists are complaining about God changing the direction 

of rockets in mid-air. 

In a related report by The Inquisitr, Hamas leaders are worth millions of dollars and critics claim 

they have been skimming money from donations. The issue of donations also came up in regards 

to the support provided to the Gaza Strip by Israel since the Hamas tunnels were built with 

cement provided by the government. 

As the Gaza ground war has heated up, there has also been a surge of anti-Israel 

demonstrations which have turned into chaos where looting and car burning has taken place. The 

war in Gaza has caused some to question whether Israel has the right to defend itself and its 

citizens, with Hamas clearly answering “no” to that question. 

United States Secretary of State John Kerry publicly supported “Israel’s right to defend itself 

against rockets that are continuing to come in” but when Kerry was caught talking on an open 

mic he was heard complaining, “It’s a hell of a pinpoint operation — hell of a pinpoint operation. 

We’ve got to get over there. We ought to go tonight. I think it’s crazy to be sitting around.” 

If you go by the headlines of local newspapers in Israel, the Jews under attack by Hamas rockets 

have another hidden defense: God himself. The Jewish Telegraph opens with a quote from David 

Ben Gurion, who once said, “In Israel, in order to be a realist, you must believe in miracles.” The 

article claims that even the Hamas have become frustrated with Israel’s miracles: 

“[T]he Talmud Yerushalmi tells us that in no way are we to depend on miracles. It argues that we 

must not desist from our obligations and must not wait for miraculous intervention from the 

Supernatural. How perfectly relevant are both of these views today. We witness hourly miracles. 

As one of the terrorists from Gaza was reported to say when asked why they couldn’t aim their 

rockets more effectively: ‘We do aim them, but their God changes their path in mid-air.’ Amen! 

And when our God is not busy doing that, He is ensuring that the high-tech brain power of our 

‘start-up nation’ is working overtime to produce yet another Iron Dome battery to help protect our 

cities and us.” 

The theme of miracles protecting Israel during the Gaza war is not limited to this newspaper. 

Another news source …s  

 

To read this article in its entirety, go to: 
http://www.inquisitr.com/1364461/israel-miracle-gaza-strip-hamas-complain-their-god-

changes-the-paths-of-our-rockets-in-mid-air/ 
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